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ABSTRACT 
. ' 
A Network design for integrating information sensor outputs in a high-rise building to 
monitor earthquake and wind effects is presented in this thesis. The design is based on 
packet switching theory concepts and the packet radios used in this design are found to 
be ideally suited for collection of earthquake and wind effect data in a high-rise 
building. It is is shown that the network employing radio is superior in performance to 
designs using other transmission media for monitoring the response of high-rise building 
at the time of occurrence of earthquake and winds . 
A network design which is centrally controlled is discussed by visualizing· the network 
topology in two sections - backbone network and floor communication network. The 
backbone network, consisting primarily of radio repeaters, overcomes the geographic 
li mi ta tions of radio propagation characteristics and . IS capable of establishing 
comm uni cation betV\,een all floors from the basen1e11 t to the top floor of the building. 
The floor commu11ication network, which is responsible for controlling the floor sensors, 
is controlled by the central controller of the network. 
Functional requirements for each unit in the network are discussed in detail followed by 
an analysis of the performance of the network. Performance measures of the network 
considered are delay in packet transmission, throughput of the network, and utilization 
of the medium. A theoretical calculation of these quantities is carried out by taking 
into account the probability of loss of a packet during transmission. Packet 
transmission delay associated with hop by hop versus end to end acknowledgment is 
compared and it is shown that for nonnegligible p_robability of loss of packets, hop by 
hop ackn~wledgment is superior for high-rise building. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Recent years have witnessed an active demand for computer communication systems. 
The technologie~ which support computing and communications have advanced so 
much that they are capable of providing very effective, interactive computer 
communications. Wide use of computers in communication makes it possible to aid 
human operators in routine functions, replace slower and less reliable mechanical 
switching systems, and extend services in novel applications never before J)ossible. The 
result of tl1is technology growth has led to development of co111puter networks which 
are capable of gathering and processing data and information from hundreds· of users 
attacl1ed to the network. 
With the evolution of computer networks, it has become possible to provide 
communications between one or more large computers along with a number of 
n1inicom pu ters, • microprocessors, and other intelligent devices containing 
n1icroprocessors in environments such as within a building or a cluster of buildings. 
There has been a great deal of research work done on how to organize, control, and 
operate such networks. Design principles of these networks vary widely depending on 
the application of the network. Basically, computer networks are either circuit 
switched, message switched or packet switched networks. Performance characteristics 
of packet switched networl{s have made the other two networks less popular. The role 
"" of the seminal ARP A network-packet switched network is well known in computer 
networking. 
2 
The characteristics and functional requirements of computer and communication 
networks are dictated by the end use or specific application the network is intended for. 
One of such applications is collection of data from instruments in high-rise buildings 
with the data collection integrated into a computerized network. The response of high-
rise buildings to various loadings such as earthquake and wind effects is of interest to 
civil engineers. Instruments are installed in high-rise buildings to monitor responses of 
and geophysical phenomena. the structure to geothermal Building • response 1s 
determined from the data - seismic recordings and wind pressure, obtained during the 
occurrence of an event. In order to capture data with the least amount of delay, it is 
necessary to organize the instruments into a computer network. When designing indoor 
communication for high-rise buildings, there are many factors which play a significant 
role in the choice of characteristics of the network and these are considered in this 
thesis. 
A packet switched computer network for indoor communication can be established 
using a wide variety of transmission media such as twisted pair, coaxial cable, radio 
and optical fiber. The possibility of using ra.dio as a medium for commur1ications in 
computer networks is gaining popularity for environments such as I1ospital buildings, 
offices, apartments, factories, convention centers etc. A packet radio network makes it 
possible to create more flexible and more economic communication techniques. The use 
of broadcast radio in the network also provides physical portability as well as logical 
portability. The other advantages of using radio in computer networks are easy access 
to central computer installations and computer networks, collection and dissemination 
of data over a large area and the capability of radio acting as a supplementary 
network to wired networks. .. 
3 
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A packet radio communication network design for high-rise buildings is the subject 
matter of this thesis. As, network topology is one of the most important characteristics 
of a design, a discussion of existing topologies is given followed by a discussion of the 
topology used in this application. The response of high-rise buildings to earthquake and 
wind events is the • prime concern here.·. The design takes into account the 
instrumentation and sensor requirements for capturing these events. The system 
structure considered most suitable for integrating the aforesaid sensors and instruments 
is an extended " Star " ( centralized control ) network. The reasons for this are 
discussed in the section on network topology. Since the number of floors in a high-rise 
building in which communication has to be established is usually more than two, it is 
necessary to consider radio communication between stations that are not in line of 
sight with each otl1er. In order to establish this, use of a set of radio repeaters is 
considered in the design. 
Other features of network design are the protocols and interfaces required for a 
particular ·application. Since the network contains a number of nodes ( stations ) 
attached to it, it is necessary to provide some procedures for these nodes to use in 
sharing the communication channel and these procedures are known as protocols. 
Performance of the network is greatly influenced by the protocol implemented and 
hence the protocol required for this network design sl1ould be such that the purpose of 
integrating the instrumentation is achieved within the performance limits. The protocol 
chosen for this design is hub polling, which provides the required functional capabilities 
of the network. Messages are transmitted by stqre and forward operation and this 
message has to be acknowledged by the receiving end. 
I 
I j 
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CHAPTER 2 
• 
REQUIREMENTS OF HIGH-RISE' BUILDING 
INSTRUMENTATION 
2.1) PURPOSE OF BUILDING INSTRUMENTATION: 
High-rise buildings have become an important offshoot of technical advances in the 
twentieth ce11tury. The attraction of high-rise buildings though predominant in major 
cities, is spreading to the suburban regions and smaller cities. Every technical advance 
leaves behind its impact not only on the improvement in standard of living but also on 
the e11vironn1ental conditions. High-rise buildings are no exception to this rule. 
Several regulations have been developed to reduce the impact of high-rise buildings on 
the environment, in the broader sense of the word. Hovvever 1nore emphasis is laid on 
tl1e safety and serviceability requireme11ts of such structures. The codes governing the 
construction of I1igh-rise buildings can be broadly classified as : Ultimate limit states 
and Serviceability li1nit states. TI1e Ultimate limit states are concerned with tl1e 
standards and specifications written to protect the public from physical harm caused 
by a failure. The Serviceability limit states are concerned with the function of the 
building. 
Deflection, drift, rotation, vibration and other failures affect the functional use and 
durability of high-rise buildings. Also local damage like cracking, splitting, spalling and 
local yielding affect durability in addition to appearance. Consequently there is a 
5 
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growing need for monitoring the • various causes and symptoms of failure. Early 
detection of faults and causes and preventive measures become very essential to ensure 
the safety of people and the structure itself. An integrated system of sensing elements 
and monitors collect the enormous amount of data required to perform safety analysis. 
The data is analyzed by appropriate instruments and processors and matched with the 
preset limits. When a violation of the limits or unusual or emergency conditions occur, 
measures are taken to alert people of the situation or impending danger. [1] [2]. The 
primary causes of such danger, their occurrence, detection and measures taken to 
counter them, are discussed briefly in this thesis. 
Natural phenomenon like wind, earthquake, etc., cause damage to structures both 
gradualiy and sometimes drasticaliy depending on the magnitude of the forces exerted 
by them. The most common property of high-rise buildings discussed elaborately in the 
literature is "Loadii:ig". There are a variety of types of loading encountered in 
buildings and each one should be given due consideration during the design of the 
building. The effect of a load on the structure is called action. Different causes of action 
are dead load, live load, i1npact, earth pressure, liquid pressure, blast, etc. A detailed 
discussion on tl1e loading considerations can be found in [3]. 
Sources of loading on buildings are time dependent. They are classified broadly as 
Geophysical or Man-made. The former is caused by gravitation, meteorological, 
seismologic and magnetic effects. The latter is caused during the manufacturing and 
erection processes of the building, due to normal operating machi_nery and equipment, 
.. 
like elevators and vehicles, and the occupants of the building. Instrumentation is 
needed to monitor and study the occurrence and effect of these causes to enable safe 
6 
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maintenance of the structures and provide data for future designs. 
In addition to monitoring the effect on. the structure itself, building instrumentation is 
needed to monitor the normal functioning of the different systems operating within the 
building. Since these systems can cause strain on the structure, any abnormal or 
malfunctioning of these systems also affects the building. A building automation system 
controlling the different building services such as, air-conditioning and ventilation 
installations, water supply and drainage services, and electrical power supply system, is 
essential. Emergency and maintenance telephone systen1, public address system, closed 
circuit TV monitoring systems a.re integra.l parts of a building automation systems. [4] 
The need for instrumentation in high-rise buildings is enormous as discussed above. 
Proper instrumentation and safety monitoring are very critical to the safety of the 
building, its occupants and the equipment it houses. The next section is devoted to 
discussing the common practices adopted in high-rise buildings to achieve the required 
safety levels stipulated by building codes. 
7 
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2.2) COMMON INSTRUMENTATION PROCEDURES WITH SPECIFIC 
REFERENCE TO EARTHQUAKE AND WIND EFFECTS: 
A thorough discussion of the instrumentation practices encompassing all the different 
needs in a high rise building is beyond the scope of this thesis. However we will discuss 
instrumentation practices for loadings in general and earthquakes and wind effects in 
particular. The thesis is devoted to the integration of sensors and inst rumen ts to 
monitor these forces in high-rise structures. 
LOADING EFFECTS: 
The measurement of the magnitude of the different types of loading is importa.nt in 
order to e11sure safety to people and the structure. Time dependent live loading's are 
measured by the use of stochastic studies. Embedded thermocouples are used in the 
measurement of the thermal load on buildings. Measurement of responses to vertical 
loading and strain of member forces occurring due to static and dynamic loading of the 
structures is also needed. Vertical laser beams are sometimes used in the measurement 
of horizontal deflectio11s of the high-rise building. A computerized data collection and 
analysis of system is important to predict responses to differe11t loading conditions. [5] 
EARTHQUAKE MEASUREMENTS: 
Structural response and damage assessment of high-rise building due to the effects of a 
strong earthquake is a complex problem. Seismic records of the structure play an 
important role in determining the characteristics of the structure. Seismic recordings 
8 
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i.e., acceleration and displacement recordings, are the only records which show the 
detailed response of the structure during an earthquake. They are quantitative, self. 
contained and objective. From seismic recordings, structural engineering experts can 
evaluate the relative degree of damage~ [6] 
Structural acceleration records produced by earthquake are one of the few sources of 
quantitative information about the response of the high-rise buildings to potentially 
damaging excitations. They not only allow modern design practices in earthquake 
engineering to be checked, but they can also play an important role in research to 
improve these practices. As a consequence, considerable effort has been made by 
earthquake engineers to record structural accelerations and ground accelerations during 
an earthquake. Both n1 ust be understood to improve the earthquake resistant 
capabilities of building designs. These efforts have been rewarded by the increasing 
number of sets of strong motion accelera.tion records which have been obtained in 
buildings as well as in dams and bridges. 
Since each building is different in structure we have to implement designs individually. 
Some potential damages may not be seen from the appearance of the building, but they . 
will be shown on the seismic recordings since it reflects the actual response. This is one 
of the reasons why the analysis of seismic recordings is important. An important aspect 
in each building measurement is comparison of the top level reading and the basement 
level reading. The basement displacemer ·represents the ground motion, i.e., the input 
to the building. The building structure becomes softer due to cracks, breaks, and other 
implicit damages. If the building is damaged heavily, the top level displacement record 
will be similar to basement displacement record. The deformation distance betwee·n 
9 
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these two waveforms will be small if the , building is damaged. Otherwise, the 
deformation distance will be large. [7]. 
Ground shaking due to an earthquake can be described as a series of erratic, almost 
random acceleration pulses having three components - two in the horizontal direction 
and one in the vertical direction. Building response to an earthquake depends on the 
structural properties of the building, the ground motion at the foundation, and the 
interaction of the building with the ground motions. High-rise building response to 
earthquake is recorded using strong motion accelerometers details of which can be 
found in the next section. 
MEASUREMENT OF WIND EFFECTS: 
Wind induced motion is an importa.nt cause of human discomfort in high-rise building. 
Building oscillations by wind are given more attention, because oscillations in wind 
occur more frequently than during earthquakes and may cause fatigue failures to the 
structures, in addition to causing discomfort to the building occupants. In studying the 
occupants' perception and tolerance of these motions, it is necessary to understand the 
nature of wind as well as the general characteristics of the building responses. 
In general, wind forces are turbulent and dynamic. The magnitude of these forces 
acting on the high-rise building depends upon the location, the terrain, outside shapes, 
dimensions, and dynamic properties of buildings. Building response to wind forces 
depends upon many factors. Building vibrations are generally in the horizontal 
direction. They can be along the wind, across the wind, torsional, or a combination of 
10 
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all three. The motions in the vertical direction are generally negligible. However, the 
vertical component caused by tilting due to flexural stresses can be significant. In 
addition to the generation of static pressures, the wind also causes fluctuating pressures 
J 
which are the result of combinations of the atmospheric turbulence and oscillations of 
the buildings. [9] 
Full scale testing to determine wind load pressure on a high-rise building presents 
several measurernen t problems. Most of the problems associated with wind load 
measurements arise from the size of the building. The turbulent nature of wind requires 
that speed, direction and pressure at several locations be recorded simultaneously. Data 
at every floor of the building is essential. Thus a large number of transducers are 
required to characterize the wind loads on a high-rise building. 
The effect of the building due to wind is represented by 
a) the deviation of wind direction around the building from a reference wind 
direction 
b) the ratio of wind speed to a reference wind speed. This ratio denotes a 
relative wind speed. 
An automated system integrating these transducers is required. Differential pressure 
transducers used for this purpose·~· are to be initiated by the automated system 
whenever strong winds occur. In order to capture all heavy winds and storms, it is 
necessary to provide a reference pressure system. Generally the wind speed at the top 
of building is used as a reference wind velocity. Wind speeds at the basement of the 
building is higher than the background wind speeds. Measurements of building 
accelerations, strains in columns, or deflections can also provide valuable inform~tion 
' 
about the whole structure and response to the wind effects. (10] 
11 
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2.3) REQUIREMENTS AND CLASSIFICATION OF SENSORS FOR 
EARTHQUAKE AND WIND EFFECTS: 
Senso·rs are the heart of any building measurements. They measure parameters such as 
pressure, acceleration, temperature, position, strain, magnetic field strength, radiation, 
acoustic emission etc. A functional diagram of a sensor system is shown below: 
' 
TRANSDUCE:R PRE- .WPLJFlER AMPUflER fll ffR A/D CONVERffR 
Fig (1) Functional diagram of a sensor 
The type of transducer to be used depends on the quantity to be measured. Vibrations 
produced by earthquake are different from those caused by of winds and normally they 
are detected and measured by different sensors suitable for the specific application. 
Once a particular transducer has been chosen, signal conditioning is to be provided. 
Several functions are to be accomplished at this stage. As shown in the diagram above, 
an amplification stage is required to amplify the sensor's low level output and convert 
it to a usable format so as to overcome any effect of noise and other interfering 
sources. Also, it is necessary to consider factors such as calibration accuracy, stability, 
the effects of temperature changes on the accuracy of the measurement, non linearities 
etc. (11] To take care of these, it becomes necessary to combine electronics with sensors. 
12 
Sensor technology has. evolved in a direction which allows combining sensors and 
electronics. The full potential. of micro electronic techniques is being exploited by 
application of a microprocessor, which allows making use of sensors that could not used 
before because of problems such as nonlinearity. Adding a microprocessor provides a 
way of adding a look up table to compensate for nonlinearity. It is only necessary that 
the sensor response is consistent. Flexibility of sensor instrumentation is high with the 
microprocessors. The microprocessor might calibrate the signal, compensate for known 
errors, and be used to program the sensor's interface so that it could be tailored to 
different applications. 
In line with the above discussion, sensors can be divided into two categoies: 
1. Sensors with self contained electronics 
These sensors are the ones which are combined with a microprocessor and 
digital signal processing. Because of the digital output, they are easy to use for any 
computer based data acquisition and for digital display. Digital output of these sensors 
also provides insensitivity to interface induced noise. 
2. Sensors attached to a signal conditioner, and to a digital processor. 
--· 
'SENSOR SIGNAL CONDITIONER DIGITAL PROCESSOR TO COMPUTER 
. 
I.' 
Fig ( 2) Sensor attached to signal conditioning 
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These sensors are the traditional analog sensors. As the analysis of any instrumentation 
usually requires computer processing, it has become essential to have digital output 
from the sensor measurements.[12][13]. 
SENSORS REQUIRED FOR EARTHQUAKE: 
Seismometers: 
These sensors play a major role in acquiring strong motion earthquake data and are 
required to capture data in a high-rise building during a local earthquake. They should 
be triaxial accelerometers which may be electromagnetic or force balance type 
accelerometers. They should be actuated externally at the time of arrival of an 
earthquake. It is possible to actua.te sensors a.t the time of occurrence of an earthquake 
by using external triggers known as seismic triggers. These sensors can then record the 
full event without any interruption and automatically reset themselves. They should be 
provided with a built in power supply and be packaged in packages which are rugged. 
Seismic triggers: 
A triaxial acceleration sensing trigger is best suited for this application. It should be a 
low frequency acceleration switch \vith an internal rechargeable battery power supply. 
Trigger levels in this should be adjustable and be in the range of 0.005 g to 0.05 g. A 
calibrator could be used for checking or setting the triggering level. Duration of switch 
closure should be adjustable anywhere from 6 - 20 seconds minimum. However, the 
design of this trigger should be such that it maintains the switch closure so long as the 
vibrational level exceeds the pre-set triggering point. It should automatically reset after 
each actuation and act as a continuous monitor .[14] 
14 
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SENSORS FOR WIND EFFECTS: 
Pressure Transducer: 
The primary considerations associated with pressure transducers are accuracy and 
repeatability. Accuracy is dependent upon linearity, hyteresis, temperature sensitivity, 
acceleration sensitivity, basic transducer and signal conditioning noise, and sensitivity 
to power supply fluctuations. There are smart pressure transducers available 
commercially which are provided with a piezoresistive pressure sensor, a 
microprocessor, and digital signal processing. These sensors are accurate and reliable. 
The microprocessor inside these transducers make it possible to to program the 
interface as required for the measuring system. 
Anemometers and other sensors: 
Anemometers play an important role in wind study. Normally these are required to be 
mounted at the top of tl1e building and provide the reference pressure data 
continuously. In addition to tl1e pressure transducers and a.nemometers, there are other 
sensors which are required to be· mounted in the building such as low frequency 
accelerometers, strain gauges, and vibration monitor sensors. These sensors enable 
measuring the full structural response of the building due to winds. 
15 
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2.4) INTEGRATION OF EARTHQUAKE AND WINDEFFECT SENSORS: 
As discussed so far, there are a large number of sensors used in the measurements in a 
high-rise building and these sensors have to be integrated in ways to allow for 
monitoring earthquake and wind effects. In order to analyze the data collected during 
the occurrence of earthquake and wind monitoring, signals from the sensors have to be 
transmitted to the data collection system. The signals from the sensors have to be 
conditioned and converted to a suitable format for data transmission as indicated in 
the previous section. 
AUTOMATED DA TA COLLECTION SYSTEM: 
An automated system can be used to collect data from both earthquake and wind 
effect sensors. The system should be triggered externally using a reference/trigger 
signal. 
Earthquake sensors have to be triggered at the time of an earthquake and external 
seismic triggers should be obtained in the basement of the building. This is due to the 
fact that the basement of the building experiences the ground acceleration level first at 
time of the event. The seismic trigger level from the basement can be set to trigger the 
sensors at all levels of the building once the ground acceleration exceeds a preset value. 
In this way the building response can be collected with a very little loss of information . 
.. 
As mentioned earlier, wind effect sensors also require a reference level. Generally the 
wind speed at the top of building is used as a reference wind velocity. An anemometer 
16 
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kept at the top of the building monitors the wind level and the reading is continuously 
' 
transmitted to the automated system. Based on the data from the anemometer, the 
automated system could initiate the wind effect sensors for m·easurement at all floors of 
the building. 
It can be seen tl1at integrating the earthquake and wind effect sensors into the same 
data collection system is possible except that the required reference and triggering 
111echanism used in initiating the sensors is different in both events. 
17 
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CHAPTER 3 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE NETWORK 
3.1) CHOICE OF MEDIUM AND RELATIVE MERITS OF TRANSMISSION 
MEDIA 
One of the key technical considerations in network design is the choice of a 
transmission medium. The transmission medium may be a pair of wires, coaxial cable, 
radio waves, optical fibers, or infrared transmission through the atmosphere. 
Transmission media differ in relative cost, due to the nature of equipment required for 
information transmission, installation, and maintenance. Before making a choice it is 
necessary to review the pros and cons of the available choices of medium for a specific 
system application. Following is a brief discussion on the characteristics of several 
different transmission media. [ 15 J 
Twisted pair: 
Twisted pairs of wire are a form of transmission line, i.e. a means of conveying signals 
from one p<;>in t to another. Transmission over twisted pair can be analog or digital 
using a variety of signaling approaches. Digital techniques often employ Pulse Code 
Modulation ( PCM ). Twisted pair can be employed for both point - to - point and 
multipoint applications. When used for multipoint applications, average data rates are 
restricted, dropping as the distance inir.eases between devices due to propagation · 
delays. Energy loss is an important parameter to be considered when utilizing twisted 
18 
pair in a high-rise building. As distance between the communicating devices increases, 
the energy loss also increases. At times, the loss is so high that the receiver will not be 
able to detect the information. Twisted pair can not be used for a high-rise building 
due to signal strength attenuation and susceptibility to noise and other interference. 
Coaxial cable: 
Coaxial cable is a form of transmission line very similar in concept to twisted pair, but 
with modified construction. The cable has an inner conductor with an outer conductor 
concentric to and completely surrounding it, which is usually grounded. Between the 
inner conductor and outside conductor is dielectric and the entire cable is housed by a 
casing. Coaxial cables are usually classified in two ways according to the modulation 
techniques employed: baseband or broadband. Baseband transmission implies no 
frequency translation of digital signals transmitted; transceivers drive data onto the 
cable using a variety of coding tecl1niques. Broad band coaxial cable transmission often 
implies frequency or phase modulation techniques, transmitting analog signals along 
the cable. Immunity to noise for coaxial cable networks, is highly dependent upon the 
application and the implementation. Thougl1 broadband coaxial cables could achieve 
more distances than the baseband cables, they suffer from the disadvantage of per foot 
cable cost and installation costs. Also, any addition of equipment or reconfiqurability 
involves significant additional cost. Coaxial cable is not considered to be suitable for 
high-rise building for reasons such as flexibility for reconfigurability, associated cost, 
susceptibility to noise and other interfering sources . 
.19 
Fiber optics: 
Optical fiber tra11smission is implemented by transmitting a signal encoded bean1 of 
light tl1rough an optical cable, consisting of a group of discrete optical fibers that each 
transmit a light signal fro1n one end of the cable to the other. Transmission takes place 
within the infrared frequency range, 1014 to 1015 Hz. Optical fibers are u11affected by 
electromagnetic interference, noise and cross talk. Fiber optics exhibit very low losses 
and it is possible to achieve communication link over long distances using fiber optic 
networks. I-Iowever fiber optics is not considered to be the best suitable n1edia for high-
rise building information sensor network because fiber optics i1nplementations are more 
expensive than twisted pair and coaxial cable in terms of cost per foot of cable and 
required eqtiipments such as transmitters, receivers connectors etc. In addition, 
expensive optical couplers, taps and multiplexing tech11iques and devices are required 
for multidrop applications. 
Infrared: 
In addition to fiber optics, infor1nation can be transmitted at infrared light frequencies 
through free space. Light sources for the infrared transmissions include both LED 
sources and lasers. The atmosphere imposes severe restrictions on the range and error 
rates for infrared transmissions due to absorption, scattering, turbulence and refractive 
index variations. Infrared light transmissions are unaffected by electromagnetic 
interference and noise. But these transmissions are currently limited to point to point 
communication only. Also, free space infrared communication devices are expensive. 
Infrared is not suitable for indoor communication. 
20 
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Radio: 
The use of communication systems based on radio transmission has several advantages. 
The main one is that there is no physical medium, such as a cable, to be installed. 
' 
Instead of this, the medium is the atmosphere and a significant reduction in cost 
results. A further advantage is that the network nodes may be 111obile. Local network 
utilization of ra,dio as a transmission medium revolves around packet radio technology. 
So far pacl(et radio networks have been constructed prin1arily for milita.ry use \vhere 
transmitters and receivers are on vehicles and are therefore mobile.[16] However, 
packet radio technology for local networks is still being developed. Using currently 
available tecl1nology, it is possible to obtain expansion in bandwidth, improvement in 
signal to noise ratio, and high transmission rates with no associated cabling cost. Radio 
is suited for both point to point and broadcast connectivity. Packet radio offers a 
highly efficient way of using multiple access channel, particularly when large number of 
users are to be i11tegrated. Details on packet switching tl1eory can be found in chapter3. 
Comparison of different transmission media: 
The table in the next page shows the different types of transmission media that can be 
used for a local network. TI1e table also includes those factors that distinguish the 
performance and applicability of the various media: capacity and environment. As can 
be seen from the comparison table, suitable media for intrabuilding communication are 
twisted pair, coaxial cable, fiber optics and radio. An1ong tl1ese, radio is found to be 
the most suitable for integrating information sensors in a high-rise building. The main 
advantages of packet radio network over networks utilizing the other transmission 
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media is that they are not dependent on fixed topologies, are easy to establish, and can 
operate unattended which proves to be the main. reason for choosing radio as the 
network transmission media for a high-rise building. In addition, at the time of a severe 
earthquake which can damage the structure itself, chances of obtaining information 
from sensors is l1igher with the network employing radio than the one with the cables. 
These cables can experience relatively high damage in such cases and data may not be 
available. 
------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------
CAPACITY INTRA 
BUILDING 
INTER 
BUILDING 
INTRA 
CITY 
------------------- ------------- ------ ---~- ·. -------------------------------------------------------------------
Twisted pair 10 Mbps X X 
Coax Cable 50 Mbps X X 
(Baseband) 
CATV Cable 20 Mbps X X X 
(Broadband) 
Microwave 1.5 Mbps X 
Laser 1.5 Mbps X 
Infrared 250 !(bps X 
Fi her Optics 250 Mbps X X X 
Packet Radio 10 Mbps X X X 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
With radio as the transmission medium, reconfiguring the netv1ork is easy i.e., it is 
possible to add any additional equipment required without affecting the operation of 
the network and with little additional cost.[l 7](18] However, the network still requires 
a topology to be defined for successful operation. In the following section, different 
types of topology suitable for radio are discussed. 
' 
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3.2) NETWORK TOPOLOGY 
For a packet radio network, the network topology can be mainly categorized into 
1. Point to point connection, 2. Multi point connection. 
In point to point connection, two radios are connected by a single channel and this 
channel is dedicated to these two radios. In case of a multipoint connection, there will 
be several radios sharing the same channel. One of these radios will be attached to the 
central computer which acts as the central controller, also known as the primary 
station. Other radios attached to the user applications act as secondary stations. Each 
secondary radio has its own address and is designed to recognize and respond to that 
address. [19] 
RADIO RADlD 
0-- ------------- --0 
Fig ( 3 ) Point to point communication 
SECONDARY STATIONS 
I I I 
. . . . . . . 
MODEM 
RADlQ 
I I l 
-·- J_ - - L - - - - - - _J 
PRIMARY STATION 
Fig ( 4 ) Multipoint communication 
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Multipoint packet radio network structures are classified broadly into: 
1. centralized-star, 
2. distributed, 
3. m ultistar distributed. 
Centralized star: 
The centralized network also known as a star network is depicted below: 
CZlfTRM. 
Fig ( 5 ) Centralized ( Star ) network 
In a centralized system, two radio channels are required. Individual stations send 
packets to the central station on one channel, and the central station broadcasts 
packets on the other .(20] Since radio transmission is omnidirectional, packets 
transmitted by the central station are heard by all the secondary stations provided 
these stations are in line of sight propagation with the central station. A star network 
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structure is appropriate for applications that require a centralized data base and a 
centralized processing facility. 
Distributed network: 
A distributed network is characterized by a multiple connection between stations. 
Figure below, demonstrates the distributed network structure. 
Fig ( 6 ) Di$tributed Network 
Distributed architecture is appropriate for situations where all stations are required to 
communicate with each other. Any large system that requires computer facilities at 
remote areas to communicate and coordinate on a regular basis is provided by a 
distributed structure. [21] An important advantage of the distributed network is higher 
system reliability. Reliability of the network is dependent upon availability of the 
alternate routes in case of a link or a station failure. Here again, it is assumed that 
these stations are in line of sight of each other. 
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Multistar Network: 
A multi star network structure with a central controller is one in which the points of a 
centralized star become centers of addition.al stars and form a tree like structure. 
Fig ( 7 ) Multistar Network - Centrally controlled 
Multistar network with distributed control is shown below: 
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S· Fig ( 8 ) Multi Star Di.,tributed Network 
ARP ANET is an example of multistar distributed network. 
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Store and forward repeaters in Centralized and Distributed networks: 
A store and forward repeater is used to overcome geographic limitations. A repeater 
performs the same task as the station in a packet switched network. (22] 
REPEATER 
--0 
u 
Fig ( 9 ) Store and forward repeaters in a centralized network 
In a centralized system, the repeater accepts packets from the central station and 
retransmits them to remote stations. 
REPEATER 
Fig ( 10 ) Store and forward repeaters in a distributed network 
In a distributed system, the repeater acts as a switch between two sets of stations, 
accepting packets from one set for retransmission to the other and vice versa. 
I· 
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3.3) SELECTED NETWORK TOPOLOGY 
As discussed in chapter 2, requirements for high-rise building instrumentation to study 
the effects of earthquake and wind effects are, sensors at every floor which have to be 
activated by a central controller. Central controller sends a message at the time of 
occurrence of an event i.e., when an earthquake occurs and the external seismic trigger 
actuates, central controller is required to trigger the sensors at all levels of the building. 
At the time of occurrence of heavy wind, the anemometer kept at the top level of the 
building monitors the wind level and is sent to the central station. Based on this value, 
the central controller activates all wind effect sensors at all levels of the building. 
Since the building has as ma11y as N floors, it is not possible for the central controller 
to directly communicate/monitor all sensors mounted at each floor. By grouping the 
sensors by floor level with a local controller at each floor will enable central controller 
to establish communication via the local controller of each floor. This local controller 
known as floor concentrator is fully capable of· monitoring its floor sensors. Every 
sensor is attached to a radio and sensors at each floor are in line of sight with their 
floor concentrator attached to a radio. Thus, it possible to establish communication 
between the sensors and the floor concentrator. 
Floor concentrators however, are controlled by the central controller. As all these floor 
concentrators are not in line of sight with the central controller, it is necessary to 
provide radio repeaters at every floor. At every floor, there is a single repeater and a 
single floor concentrator. Radio repeaters provided at every floor overcomes the 
limitation on the line of sight propagation. Store and forward repeaters of a centralized 
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network, as brought out in previous section, are suitable-Fig (9). With repeaters acting 
as the back bone of the network, radio repeater kept at a particular floor level is 
capable of communicating to its floor concentrator in addition to the repeaters kept at 
one floor above and one below. 
It can be summarized tl1at the network integrating earthquake and wind effect sensors 
is required to be provided with additional units - radio repeaters at every floor and a 
floor concentrator attached to a radio at every floor, radio attached to the host 
computer acting as a central controller and radios attached to the sensors. By 
integrating these floor concentrators with the repeaters at their corresponding floors, 
the limitation due to the height of tl1e building can be overcome. Taking these points 
into consideration, a network topology is selected. Certain assun1ptions made in this 
network design are listed below. 
Assumptions: 
- There are N levels / floors in the building. ( 2 <== N <== 100 ). 
- Floor conce11trators have radio con11ectivity with their respective floor sensors 
attacl1ed to the radios. In other words, all sensors attached to their respective radios 
are in line of sight with the concentrator of tl1at floor. 
- Repeater at every floor is in line of sight with the concentrator of that floor. 
- Repeater has a buffer of limited size. ( 4 - 6 packets ) 
- Each floor is identical and tl1ere are no more than M users at every floor. 
- Concentrator at each floor is assumed to have infinite buffer capacity. 
, f 
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FLOOR I 
FLOOR l 
A detailed discussion of the functional requirements of each unit is given in the 
chapter4. The sections following provide a further analysis of the network topology 
design. Selected network topology can be analyzed by visualizing it in two sections -
backbone network and floor communication network. 
Backbone network: 
The backbone network consists of a central controller acting as the primary station, 
and the floor concentrators as secondary stations with the floor concentrators logically 
connected to the central controller using radio repeaters at every floor. These repeaters 
are necessary to extend the communication range/ distance that can be covered by the 
central controller and they make it possible to establish the communication between 
the central controller which is kept at the basement of the building and floor 
concentrators of all levels. The diagram below depicts this. 
REPEATERS 
I 
I 
I 
I 
-----------EJ 
-----------EJ 
-----------8 
CENTRAL 
STATION 
FLOOR 
CONCENTRATORS 
Fig ( 12 ) Primary and secondary stations 
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Floor communication network: 
Floor communication is a centralized star network with the floor concentrator attached 
to a radio acting as the primary station ( or a local controller ) with all sensors 
attached to radios acting as secondary stations. Every floor has an identical 
communication network and is shown below: 
REPEATER 
M 
1 
? 
CONCENTRATOR 
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............. 
····----··-····.. J 
Fig ( 13 ) Primary and secondary stations at floor level i 
FLOOR I 
From figures 12 & 13 we can see that the network topology is a mixture of topologies. 
A star configuration is provided at the backbone level which gets expanded to a tree 
like structure ( as discussed in the previous section - fig (7) ) where points of the star 
become centers of additional star structure performing switching functions at the floor 
level. 
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CHAPTER 4 
FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
Packet radio is a technology that extends the packet switching concepts. Packet 
switching technology was pioneered on the wired networks and is referred to as X.25 
packet nets which are used by common carriers for both domestic and international 
data communications. All packet switched systems whether land line or radio, share a 
common principle of operation. [23] [24] In the network described here, every unit is 
attached to a packet radio in order to transmit and receive data. A discussion of the 
concept of packet switching theory employed by the packet radio given below and 
followed by the specific functional requirements for each unit. 
4.1) PACKET SWITCHING TIIEORY: 
Data assembled into packets: 
In a packet-switched network, data is assembled into blocks before transmission. Each 
block is a form of "electronic envelope" and this envelope is called a packet. Packets 
are allocated to carry data. Packets are of varying size depending on the amount of 
data input. If data input to the system is greater than the maximum size of a single 
packet, two or more packets will be sent containing sequentially numbered portions of 
the original data. The process of assembling data into packets and then combining the 
packets at the destination station is usually called P ADing - Packet Assembling and 
Disassembling. P ADing· takes place transparently, i.e. without the user being aware of 
it. [25] 
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Fig ( 14 ) Generalized Data Structure 
Validation of Data: 
FLAG 
(£ND) 
Once the data has been assembled into a packet, it is kept in the network for 
broadcast. The packet will be heard by all stations within the range. But it will be 
ignored by all stations except the one to which it is addressed. On receipt, the accepted 
station will check for the validation bits, which are appended to the data. If the packet 
is intact, a positive acknowledgment (ACK) is returned to the sender confirming 
receipt. Should the validation process indicate a transmission error, no ACK will be 
transmitted. The sending station expects to receive an ACK for every packet it sends. 
Failure to receive one initiates a retransmission of the packet. The validation process is 
essential to the operation of a packet system. There are a variety of methods used 
ranging from simple parity sums to sophisticated Cyclic Redundancy Check. Parity 
checking is easy to implement but suffers from an inability to detect two bit inversions. 
The cyclic redundancy check (CRC) is much more complicated but offers corresponding 
improvements in performance. The CRC - 16 is chosen by X.25 common carriers as 
well as by most of the packet radio. [26] 
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Sharing of a channel: 
Since stations organized into a packet network will only respond to data addressed to 
themselves, one channel can be shared by all stations. Since a packet system allows 
more than two stations to share a channel some method of dealing with contention 
between stations is required. Some proced·ures are required to schedule the channel 
equitably between stations to provide maximum throughput and minimum delay. 
These procedures are normally referred to as Protocols. [27] [28] 
Packet Protocols: 
These packet radio protocols fall into three major categories: 
1. POLLING 
2. TOKEN PASSING 
3. CSMA - Carrier Sense Multiple Access· 
Polling: 
Polling protocols, which are the oldest, require a master station to do the polling and 
control the network. Polling is best suited to the systems where continuous updates of 
status are required at fixed intervals in time. 
Two types of polling: 
Roll call polling 
Hub polling 
The performance of polling schemes degrades with an increase in polling overhead and 
hence a careful choice between the two polling schemes roll-call polling and hub polling 
should be._J11ade. 
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Roll-Call Polling: The primary station acts as the master which cyclically polls all 
secondary stations for messages. The seconda.ry station responds by sending its data if 
the buffer is not empty. Otherwise it responds with a negative ack. Then the primary 
station polls the next secondary station, and so on. 
Hub Polling: The primary station starts the polling process. The primary station polls 
the farthest secondary station to start with. This secondary station after transmitting 
its data, sends a poll to the next secondary station. In this polling method, the 
secondary stations are effectively involved in the polling process. Hub polling provides a 
faster response time. 
Token passing protocol: 
Token passing protocols don't require a master station. Token passers are normally 
configured in a ring and some complexity is involved in determining which station 
initiates the token either at start up or after a token is lost. Token passing protocols 
are normally popular for local area networks operating over cables of very short lengths 
and high speeds. 
Carrier Sense Multiple Access: 
CSMA is a stochastic process. It requires no polling and no token. If a station has 
traffic to offer to the channel it will sense the channel. If the channel is free the station 
will transmit its data and await an acknowledgment. If the channel is in use, it will 
wait for a random length of time before sensing the channel again. This delay is 
measured in milliseconds. The carrier sensing reduces conflicts between station. 
However, conflicts can still arise and packets can overlap on the channel. 
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BUFFERING: 
There are times when a packet station will not be able to forward its data as it arrives 
at its input port due to the fact that it is waiting for a poll or a token or sensing the 
channel depending on the protocol, it is necessary that data be stored for subsequent 
transmission. Also buffering is essential when the devices attached to the network 
operate at a speed that is different from the network itself. 
A critical problem in a network is to allocate the right number of buffers to achieve a 
certain performance level. This number strongly depends on the load of the network 
and starts to grow rapidly after a certain loa.d threshold has been exceeded. Flow 
control procedures should keep the offered load under threshold. If not, it leads to a 
condition known as buffer overflow. In case of heavy load, it leads to store and forward 
deadlock, a condition from which the network does not easily recover. 
Above is the general discussion pertaining to packet switched network employing 
packet radios. As seen in the previous chapter( 3.2 ), the packet radios are attached to 
the host computer acting as a central controller, floor concentrators and sensors. In 
addition, store and forward radio repeaters are provided in the network. Radios 
required for this network are the ones designed for data with features-fast turn on 
characteristics, built in modem, integral transceivers, built in power supply and the 
necessary digital section containing the micro processor controller, semiconductor 
memory for packet buffering and communication software. Every unit attached to the 
radio in the network is required to meet certain functional requirements which are 
discussed in the next section. 
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4.2 ) FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR EACH UNIT IN THE NETWORK: 
Before discussing the functional requirements for each unit in the network, a brief 
introduction is given on the network operation in the following lines: 
As discussed in section 3.3, when the event - earthquake or strong wind occurs, the 
central controller sensing the event, sends out a message to all sensors to capture data. 
This message is transmitted by the store a.nd forward repeaters to each floor 
concentrator which in turn transmits the message to the sensors of its floor. By this 
way, all sensors can be activated with a minimum amount of delay. A detailed 
discussion on the delay involved in packet transmission can be seen in next chapter. At 
the end of an event, the floor concentrator polls its floor sensors for collection of data 
captured during the event. Floor concentrator stores the data in its buffer. The central 
controller polls sequentially the floor concentrators for data. Polling method used by 
the concentrators and the central controller are known as hub polling which is 
explained in section 4.1. Polling message from the central controller reaches the floor 
concentrators via the store and forward repeaters. Sensors are required to record the 
event for a period of 10 to 15 minutes. Polling for collection of data takes place only at 
the end of the event. Further discussion on individual units can be seen in the following 
paras. 
Functional Requirements of Repeaters - Store and forward operation: 
Packets from the floor concentrators reach central station by store and forward . 
operation. In addition, packets from the central station reach the floor concentrators 
by store and forward operation using the radio repeaters. [29] 
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The radio section of the concentrator transmits the packet to its floor level repeater. It 
is possible that the repeaters at other levels may hear the packet. So it is necessary 
that the packet carries an identification for the intended repeater so that the other 
repeaters will discard the packets that are not for them. The repeater that is identified 
by the packet will relay the packet to the next repeater in the backbone. Th us the 
packet will be relayed from repeater to repeater through backbone until it arrives the 
final repeater where it broadcasts the packet to the central station. In general, the 
backbone repeaters, receive packets from its level concentrator as well as packets from 
the next repeaters ( upstream and downstream ) for relaying. Repeater at level i 
accepts packets from concentrator at i and pa.ckets fron1 repeaters at i+l and i-1 but 
not simultaneously. 
At each repeater, the packet is stored in memory until a positive acknowledgment is 
received from the next repeater or a time-out occurs. In the latter case, the packet will 
be retransmitted. A repeater which has just transmitted a packet should enter receive 
mode to listen for acknowledgment. ( Half duplex operation ). As mentioned earlier, a 
repeater could have a buffer of upto 4- 6 packets. If, however, a packet arrives during 
the time-out period, ( the period in which the repeater is in receive mode for 
acknowledgment ), the repeater will not accept the packet if there are no unoccupied 
buffers in its memory. 
During the occurrence of an event, the required mode of operation is known as 
broadcast to all networks. In this mode of operation, every repeater in the network 
keeps a short list of packet identifiers for previously broadcast packets that it recently 
received and transmitted. The use of this list prevents any packet from returning to 
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portions of the network through which it has already passed. In this mode, the central 
station sends a message to all concentrators asking them to capture data. 
Subsequently, the concentrator which acts as a floor controller broadcasts this message 
to its radios. 
Functional Requirements of Concentrator: 
Concentrator at each floor effectively smoothes out data flow at the floor level. Unlike 
a multiplexer, with a concentrator, a number of input channels share a smaller number 
of output channels.[30) (31] A half duplex operation is required. 
NETw'DRK 
CONTROL 
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Fig ( 15 ) Floor Concentrator 
In our application, the concentrator we require is the one which is capable of the 
following functions: 
1. As an interface message processor 
2. Message storage and forwarding to its level repeater 
3. As a polling control station to its floor radios 
' . 
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4. It is- required to poll all sensors of its floor in the cyclic order and collect data 
and store in its buffer. 
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When it receives a broadcast poll message from the central controller at the time of an 
event, it identifies the packet ( as the packet is meant for all floor concentrators) and 
broadcasts the polling message to its radios. At the end of event ( which is not more 
than 15 minutes ), the concentrator polls again its radios for collection of data and 
stores them in its buffer. When the central controller decides to collect the recorded 
data, it polls the farthest concentrator N. The concentrator N, upon receiving the poll 
from the central controller identifies the poll which carries only its address and 
transmits the data to the central controller. At the end of transmission of data, it 
passes the central controller's poll message to the next floor concentrator N-1, through 
its floor level repeater. 
Functional Requirements of Central Controller: 
There is a central transreceiver attached to the central resource - a main frame host 
computer.[32] This central controller controls the network, polls each floor and collects 
data. As can be seen in the fig (16), it is required to contain communication software so 
as to control the network. 
OPERATING 
SYSTEM 
~.ETWORK 
CONTROL 
APPLICATIONS PROGRAM 
PROGRAM 
RADIO 
__.., 
COMMUNICATION QUEUES 
DATA ACCESS AND DATA MANAGEMENT METHOD BUFFERS BASE 
Fig ( 16 ) Central controller 
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The major component that is contained by the network control program is the 
input/output module which performs data link control. Data link control is established 
by the central controller using the method of polling. 
Responsibilities of central controller can be divided into two main category: 
\ 
i) To trigger the sensors with a minimum delay at the time of an event. 
ii) To collect sensors' data for data base. 
At the time of an event, the seismic trigger or the anemometer reading acting as the 
input to the central controller, causes the central station to start the polling process. 
At this time, a broadcast poll is sent to all floor concentrators through the radio 
repeaters. In order to collect data from the sensors after tl1e event, tl1e central station 
polls the farthest floor concentrator to start with. Since central station is located in the 
basement, floor concentrator N at the top floor will be polled by the central station. 
Floor concentrator N after transmitting the data, sends a poll to the next floor 
concentrator through repeater N. This polling process refers to the hub polling 
discussed earlier. A full duplex operation of the central station is required to carry out 
this. 
For reliability, it is worthwhile to consider a system with dual stations. In general one 
station assumes the active role and the other station is kept informed about the status 
'\II 
of the network. In case of the active station failure, the other takes over and controls 
the network. The switching over should be done in such a 'Yay that no loss of data has 
incurred. 
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CHAPTER 5 . 
PERFORMANCE MEASURES OF THE NETWORK 
Three major parameters given below are considered to be the measure of performance 
of the network: [33] [34] 
Delay that occurs in packet transmission 
Throughput 
Utilization of the medium 
5.1) THEORETICAL CALCULATION OF PACKET TRANSMISSION DELAY: 
Packets originated at the central controller or at the floor levels incur delay before they 
reach their destination. By looking at the system structure shown in fig ( 17 ), it can be 
seen that the delay occurs at every floor i.e., floor concentrator say at floor x, upon 
receiving the poll from the central controller sends its packet and this packet has to go 
through x repeaters before it reaches the central controller. Similarly, data from central 
controller destined for floor x, has to go through x repeaters to reach floor concentrator 
x. There is delay involved in each packet transmission and the maximum delay 
associated in packet transmission would be for a packet transmitted to the top of the 
building ( Floor level N ) from ba~ement .or from the top to the basement of the. 
building. Fig ( 17) depicts this. 
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· Fig ( 1 7) Packet Flow from floor concentrator X to the Central station 
Packet transmission delay for a single hop: 
A packet originated from the central controller reaches the repeater at floor level 1 and 
this transmission is known as a single hop transmission and delay incurred fqr this 
single hop is considered below. [35] 
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The successful transmission of a packet from the central controller to the repeater at 
level 1, is influenced by 
1. the transmission of a packet from the central controller to the repeater at 1. 
2. the transmission of acknowledgment from repeater 1 to the central controller. 
If both 1 and 2 are successful, then the tra·nsmission is considered to be successful. If 
either 1 or 2 fails, the message must be retransmitted. 
Calculation of transmission delay for a single hop: 
REPEATER 1 
A Ack bits 
I 
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STATION 
P da to. bits 
Fig ( 18) Packet transmission between the Central Station and Repeater at Floor Level 1 
P - # of bits in a data packet which includes both data bits and overhead bits. 
A - # of bits in an acknowledgment packet. 
C - # of bits/second at the channel rate. ( capacity of the channel ). 
d - time which includes propag:ation delay, switching time ( modem delay ) and 
I 
checksum computation. 
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Probability of loss of a packet:[36] 
Packet loss can occur either during 
I 
,. 
1. the transmission of a packet from the central controller to the repeater at 1. 
or during 
2. the transmission of ack from repeater 1 to the central controller. 
We assume packets consisting of data packets and acknowledgement packets and 
introduce, 
L probability of loss of a packet, 
Lp == probability of loss of a data packet 
La == probability of loss of an acknowledgment packet 
L can be written as 
L == 1 - ( 1 - Lp ) * ( 1 - La ) 
where ( 1- Lp ) is the probability that a data packet is not lost 
and ( 1 - La ) is the probability that the ack packet is not lost. 
Mean number of retransmissions required for successful transmission: 
Let K be the number of retransmissions required for a successful transmission. 
' Probability that the first transmission is successful i.e., no retransmission ( K = 0 ) is 
given by 
Prob ( K=O ) == 1 - L 
Probability that the transmission is successful in the second attempt i.e., the 
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probability that the number of retransmission equals one = Prob ( K =1 ) is given as: 
Prob ( K=l ) which involves one unsuccessful attempt with probability L and one 
successful attempt with probability 1- L. 
Prob ( K =1 ) = L * ( 1 - L ). 
Similarly, probability that the number of retransmission equals i can be written as 
• 
Prob ( K == i ) = L 1 * ( 1 - L ) . 
. 
Mean number of retransmissions = i * L1 * ( 1 - L ) 
Mean K = 1 ~L. 
As shown in fig {18), number of data bits per data packet is P and number of bits per 
acknowledgement packet is A. Time zero is taken to be the time at which the central 
controller starts transmission of the data packet. The time taken by the central 
controller to transmit a data packet is P /C seconds where C is the transmission 
capacity of the channel in bits per sec. Because of the channel transmission delay, the 
repeater 1, finishes receiving the packet by time ( P /C ) + d. The repeater 1, begins 
sending the ACK packet of length A bits at time ( P /C ) + d and finishes transmission 
at time ( P /C ) + d + ( A/C ). This ACI{ packet reaches the central! controller at 
time ( P /C ) + d + ( A/C ) + d. Thus ends a successful acknowleged transmission 
cycle. 
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By defining t. as the time taken for an acknowleged cycle with number of I 
retransmission K equal to i, we can write 
10 == time for an acknowleged cycle with zero retransmission 
time for a successful acknowledgem·ent cycle 
~ + 2d + ~. ------------------------------------- I 
Time out period: 
Time out period T is the time the central controller waits before retransmission. At the 
end of the time out period, the central controller retransmits the packet if no 
acknowledgement/ack has arrived. From the packet sequence #, the repeater at level 1 
identifies whether it is duplicate or new. Time out period can occur due to loss of either 
the data packet or the acknowledgment packet. If time out occurred due to loss of the 
ack, then the data packet retransmitted by the central controller to repeater 1 would 
be a duplicate packet. If the time out period occurred due to loss of the data packet, 
then the packet retransmitted by the central controller would not be a duplicate packet 
at repeater 1. Repeaters identify the packets as duplicate or new, and duplicate packets 
are discarded at the repeaters. T should be equal to or greater than 2d + ~. 
A T > 2d + C ___________________ ;.. ___________ .;.. ________ ,------'.""-------· II 
Then, the time required for an error cycle, i.e., the time by which an error delays 
eventual successful transmission is ( P / C ) + T, so t~at 
-------------------------
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III 
Equation III can be rewritten as 
t. l - t. 
1+ l 
. 
• 
• 
. . 
. . 
. 
. . 
• • 
. . 
= b + T. 
Summing up the above equations, 
ti - t 0 = i * b + T .----------------------- IV 
Using the value for t0 from equation I and substituting in equation IV, we get: 
ti b + 2d + ~ + i * ~ + T .-----------------c"-•-- V 
Using the mean value for retransmission , 
Mean K = l~L' 
and using equation V, we get mean transmission time 
P + 2d +A+ C C ---------~--------~-
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VI 
This mean transmission time can be used as a measure of effective delay between the 
central controller and the repeater 1. In addition, this equation holds for any single hop 
in the network. 
Calculation of mean transmission time required for the packet to reach the repeater at the 
top of the building: 
Let D be the time required to travel between the central controller in the basement 
and the repeater at the top of the building. Since d is the time required for a single 
hop, ~ is the number of circuit hops used before reaching the destination. 
Mean transmission time required for the packet to reach the top of the building t: 
------ VII 
;, 
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5.2) THEORETICAL CALCULATION OF THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK 
AND DISCUSSION ON FACTORS AFFECTING THROUGHPUT: 
Definition of throughput: 
Throughput S is the normalized rate of data packets successfully transmitted. In other 
words, throughput is the effective capacity and is calculated by taking the ratio of 
number of data bits transmitted in a packet to the mean time for a successful, 
· acknowledged packet transmission. [37] 
S= R 
~ + 2d + ~ + [ l ~ L * ~ + T ] 
where 
R - number of data bits in a packet 
and 
---------------------- VIII 
P - number of bits in a packet which includes data bits and overhead bits. 
Looking at the expression for S, 
if R < < P, then throughput is overhead limited, 
l\, 
if channel capacity C is small to make P /C and A/C large in the denominatcir',of 
VIII, then throughput is ca.pa,city limited, 
if switching delay 2d dominates, then throughput is delay limited, 
if probability of loss of a packet L is high, then throughput is error limited, 
if number of hops D/d is large, then throughput is distance limited. 
By substituting the minimum value of T from equation II, equation VIII becomes: 
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S= 
S= 
S= 
R 
R(l-L) . 
~~~~~~~~~ -----------------------------------------
~ + 2d + ~ 
R(l-L) 
P+T C 
Rewriting the above equation, we get 
IX 
S = 1 * R D/d P * ( 1 - L ) * 1 * C ----------X ( 1 + (C * T)/P ) 
We can now see from the above equation that the throughput is the product of five 
factors: 
1. an overhead factor ( ~ ) 
2. a distance factor ( D / d ) 
3. an error factor ( 1 - L ) 
4. a multiplexing factor ( 1 + ( C * T)/P ) 
5. achannel transmission factor C 
All factors shown abo_ve except the multiplexing factor have a clear impact on the 
throughput of the network. A review of the multiplexing factor is shown below: 
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Let the multiplexing factor be· M. 
M = 1 + ( C * T)/ P. 
C * T is the number of bits that could be transmitted over the channel while 
waiting for an acknowledgment to a previous P bit packet. 
( C * T ) / P is the ratio of the number of bits which can be transmitted during 
the acknowledgement waiting time ( C * T ) to the number of bits in a packet ( P ). 
Thus M indicates a number of different packets that could be pending at once and 
is a function of ( C * T ) / P. 
Throughput S is proportiona.l to 1 / M. 
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5.3) THEORETICAL CALCULATION OF UTILIZATION OF THE MEDIUM: 
Definition: Utilization of the medium is defined as the ratio of throughput to the 
,• 
channel capacity. 
u throughput 
capacity 
U - s 
- C 
Using throughput eqn IX, we can get 
u 1 * R * (1-L) * D/d P 
Factors that affect utilization are 
C - Capacity of the channel 
1 
---------- XI 
D / d - a distance factor which equals the number of floors of the building 
L - Error rate 
R - Number of data bits in a packet 
P - N um her of bits in a packet including overhead bits . 
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5.4) HOP BY HOP VERSUS END TO END ACKNOWLEDGING: 
A packet originating at the central controller needs to travel over ( D / d + 1 ) circuit 
hops passing through ( D / d) intermediate repeaters before arriving at floor N, top level, 
where N equals D/d. The question is whether it would be better to propagate by 
acknowledging a successful packet transfer by a hop by hop or an end-to-end 
acknowledgement. Should intermediate repeaters use a feedback correction across each 
D / d hop or should the repeaters simply forward packets for end to end feed back 
correction? In order to answer this question, it is necessary to calculate the packet 
transmission delay associated with either .hop by hop or end to end acknowledgment 
and to compute the difference in delay for use in deciding on the type of 
acknowledgment. 
Hop by Hop acknowledgment: 
In section 5.1, the delay involved in packet transmisson for a single hop is calculated 
and is shown in equation VI. Using that values, 
and substituting the value for T = 2d + (A/C), from equation II, we find that the 
mean transmission time for an acknowledged one hop packet transfer( t ) is given by 
p ·+ 2d +A+ C~ C L * p + 2d + A 1 - L C C 
By combining the terms in the above equation, t can be written as 
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t 1 ( P A) 1 - L * C + 2d + C 
There are D / d hops so that the mean time for a successful hop by hop acknowledged 
packet transfer for D / d hops is: 
t 1 1 - L * D * ( p + 2d + A) d C C ------------- --- -. ------- XII 
Substituting for L, we have 
1 * ( 1- Lp) * .( 1 - La ) ~ * ( ~ + 2d + ~) -------------- XII 
End to End Acknowledgment: 
Packet transmission delay for one cycle: 
A packet originated from the central controller has to travel D/d hops to reach the 
repeater at floor level N and the acknowledgen1en t from the repeater N has to reach 
the central controller after going through D / d hops. The successful transmission of a 
packet from the central controller to the repeater at level N, involves both 
1. the transmission of a packet from the central controller to the repeater at N. 
2. the transmission of acknowledgment from repeater N to the central controller. 
If both 1 and 2 are successful, tl1en the transmission is considered to be successful. If 
either 1 or 2 fails, the message must be retransmitted. 
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Probability of loss of a packet: 
~ 
Packet loss can occur either during 
1. the transmission of a packet from the central controller to the repeater at N 
level. 
or during 
2. the transmission of ack from repeater N to the central controller. 
By introducing, 
L - probability of loss of a packet in one end to end ack cycle, 
Lp - probability of loss of a data packet in one hop, 
La - probability of loss of an acknowledgment packet in one hop, 
( 1- Lp ) is the probability that a data packet is not lost 
and ( 1 - Lp ) D / d is the probability that a data packet is not lost in one cycle 
( 1 - La ) is the probability that the ack packet is not lost 
and ( 1 - La ) D / d is the probability that the ack packet is not lost in one cycle 
L can be written as 
L = 1 - ( ( 1 - Lp )D / d * ( 1 - La ) D /d ) ------------------ XIII 
Mean number of retransmissions required for successful transmission: 
Let K be the number of retransmissions required for a successful transmission. The 
probability that the first transmission is successful i.e., no retransmission ( K = 0 ) is 
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given by 
Prob ( K=O ) = 1 - L 
Probability that the transmission is successful in the second attempt i.e., the 
probability that the number of retransmission equals one = Prob ( K =1 ) is given as: 
Prob ( K=l ) which involves one unsuccessful attempt with probability L and one 
successful attempt with probability 1- L. 
Prob ( K == 1 ) == L * ( 1 - L ) . 
Similarly, probability that the number of retra.nsmissions equals i can be written as 
• 
Prob ( K == i ) == L 1 * ( 1 - L ) . 
Mean number of retransmissions == • i * L 1 * ( 1 - L ) 
Mean K = 1 ~L. 
The number of data bits per data packet is P and the number of bits per 
acknowledgement packet is A. Time zero is taken to be the time at which the central 
controller starts transmission of the data packet. The time taken by the central 
,-
controller to transmit a data packet is P /C seconds where C is the transmission 
capacity of the channel in bits per sec. Because of the channel transmission delay, \ 
repeater 1, finishes receiving the packet by time ( P /C ) + d. Repeater 2 finishes 
receiving the by time ( P /C ) + d + ( P /C ) + d. Thus the repeater at floor N level. 
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finishes receiving the packet by time D / d * ( ( P / C ) + d ). Repeater N, begins 
sending the ACK packet of length A bits at time D/d * ( ( P/C) + d ) and finishes 
transmission at time D /d * ( ( P /C ) + d) + ( A/C ). This ACK packet reaches the 
centrall controller at time D/d * ( ( P/C ) + d ) + D/d * (( A/C) + d). Thus ends 
a successful acknowleged transmission cycle . 
The number of retransmission K can take any value from 0,1,2, .... etc. Let the number 
of retransmission for a successful acknowleged cycle is i, i.e., K==i, and we can define t. 
l 
as the time taken for an acknolweged cycle. Sirnilarly, we can write 
t0 == time for an acknowleged cycle with zero retransmission 
== time for a successful acknowledgement cycle 
~ * ( ~ + d )+ ~ *( ~ + d ) 
D * ( p + 2d + A) d C C XIV 
Time out period: 
Time out period T- the time the central controller waits before retransmission-is 
.} different from the time out period of hop by hop acknowleged packet transmission. 
Time out period can occur either due to loss of a data packet or of an acknowle~gment 
packet. Since it is an end to end· acknowledged packet, the loss of a data packet can 
occur in any of the D / d hops as well as the loss of an ack packet can occur in any of 
the D/d hops. T should be equal to or greater than D/d * (2d + t). 
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T > D / d * ( 2d + ~ ) ---------------------------------------- xv 
Then, the time required for an error cycle, i.e., the time by which an error delays 
eventual successful transmission is ( D / d *( P / C ) ) + T, so that 
,. ti+ l = ~ *( b )+ T + \ ------------------------·-------- XVI 
. 
Equation XVI, can be rewritten as 
. . 
. . 
. 
. 
• 
. 
Summing up the above equations, 
i * ( ~ * b) + T --------------------- XVII 
Using equation XIV, for the value of T, equation XVII becomes: 
ti = ~ * ( b + 2d + ~ ) + i * ~ * b + T-----------------·----- XVIII 
Using the mean n um her of retransmission K = 1 ~ L, 
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in equation XVIII, we get mean transmission time t as : 
Substituting the value for T from equation XIV, the above equation becomes 
D * ( p + 2d + A) d C C 
Substituting the valve for L from equation XIII, mean transmission time for a 
successful end by end acknowledgment is given by 
t~------1----~ * D * ( p + 2d + A) d C C 
1 - ( 1 - ( 1 - Lp ) D / d * ( 1 - La ) D / d) 
----- xx D * ( p + 2d + A) d C C 
1 
( D/d D/d) * ( 1 - Lp ) * ( 1 - La ) 
Comparing mean transmission time for hop by hop acknowledgement as shown in 
equation in XII, and mean transmission time for an end to end acknowledgement in 
equation XX, we can see that the difference is in the denominators. In equation XX, 
( 1- Lp ) and ( 1 - La) are raised to the power of D/d . 
. · . ( D/d ) D/d Since ( 1- Lp ) * ( 1 - La) 1s much greater than ( 1- Lp ) * ( 1 - La ) , mean 
time in equation XII is smaller than equation XX. 
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The factors that discriminate the choice of hop by hop or end by end acknowledgment 
are 
1. number of hops D/d 
2. probability of loss of packet L 
Hop by Hop ack should be implemented when D/d is large and when L is not 
negligible. Th us, the hop by hop ack is superior to end by end ack when many hops are 
required and with a non negligible L. 
/ 
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- C·HAPTER 6 
CONCLUSIONS 
This thesis has presented a network design for integrating information sensor outputs 
in a high-rise building to monitor earthquake and wind effects. The network design is 
capable of transmitting data from all floors of the building. At the time of occurrence 
of an event, sensors at all floors can be initiated with a minimum delay which makes it 
possible to have simultaneous recording of all sensors. 
TI1e following values have been assumed for the network designed in order to get 
typical values for the maximum delay involved. 
Channel transmission capacity C 
Number of bits in a data packet P 
\ 
Number of bits in acknowledgment packet A 
Switching delay, propagation delay and checksum 
computation 
- 10 Mbps 
- 9900 bits 
- 100 bits 
- 1 millisec 
Note: With the above values of 9900 bits data and 100 bits ack, the protocol contains 
approximately 1 % overhead. 
Subtituting the values for C, P, A , and d in equation in XII, we obtain 
Delay :::::: ~ * ( 1 ~ L) * 3 msec 
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By looking at the expression for delay, it can be seen that the dealy in packet 
transmission is influenced by two factors - height of the building and probability of loss 
of packet. 
Effect of L on the packet transmission delay: 
Assuming L is negligible, delay is dictated by the height of the building multiplied by 3 
millisec. For a 50 story building, the delay is approxi111ately 150 msec and delay 
becomes 300 msec for a 100 story building. If L is non-negligible, delay increases and is 
still in the millisec range. With L as high as 0.1, the delay involved in a 50 story 
building is approximately 165 millisec and 335 millisec for 100 story building. 
Period of Vibration: 
High-rise buildings have varying frequencies of vibration depending on the sizes. The 
period of vibration of a high-rise building subjected to any geological events increases 
with the the height of the building. The fundamental period of a 40 story building 
subjected to earthquake ground motions is as high as 2.5 sec. The expected value for a 
100 story building is 5 secs or higher. The building response is slower as the height 
increases. The maximum delay for a 100 story building, even with a value of L as high 
as 0.1, is calculated as 335 msec . Thus, delay in millisec in activating the sensors at 
the time of occurrence of an event is found to be less than 1
1
0th the period of the 
vibration being measured and is felt to be acceptable. 
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